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We live in a world where consumers actively resist marketing. So it’s imperative to stop
marketing at people. The idea is to create an environment where consumers will market to each
other.In a world where an Internet video of a piano-playing cat gets more public attention than a
multi-million dollar television ad, how can marketers and businesses spread their message? If
you can get people to accept, embrace, and adore your ideas, you win. You win financially, you
gain power, and you change the world in which we live.In this enhanced edition of Unleashing
the SUPER Ideavirus, Godin outlines the tactics you need to survive and thrive in today’s fast-
paced information economy and presents inspiring, entertaining examples of brands who
changed the world.About the AuthorSeth Godin is the author of twelve books that have been
bestsellers around the world and changed the way people think about marketing, change and
work. His books have been translated into more than 35 languages, and his ebooks are among
the most popular ever published. He is responsible for many words in the marketer’s vocabulary,
including permission marketing, ideaviruses, purple cows, the dip and sneezers. His
irrepressible speaking style and no-holds-barred blog have helped him create a large following
around the world.

About the AuthorAnne McCaffrey, the Hugo Award-winning author of the bestselling
Dragonriders of Pern® novels, is one of science fiction’s most popular authors. With Elizabeth
Ann Scarborough she co-authored Changelings and Maelstrom, Books One and Two of The
Twins of Petaybee. McCaffrey lives in a house of her own design, Dragonhold-Underhill, in
County Wicklow, Ireland.
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Katie, “Great business book! Great book on succeeding in life!. If you have a true passion -
something that you think about eating, breathing, sleeping - than you will be able to be
successful in life and in business by applying the ideas in this book. Personally, I love Gary
Vaynerchuk's own passion for life and teaching and inspiring others. I love his style and his
authentic delivery. I read the VOOK version - with videos embedded on my Kindle - awesome
because you get to actually see and hear real life examples of what Gary and others are doing.I
like him as a person. Here's one of the first things he says in the book, "Well, my secret is that I
live by three pretty simple rules: Love your family. Work superhard. Live your
passion." (location 38). It's difficult for me to take advice from someone I don't respect. Gary
Vaynerchuk, I can respect.I love what he has to say about being yourself: "Embrace your DNA,
be yourself, put out awesome content, and people will be interested in what you have to say.
Believe me, if you're that good, people are going to find you, and they're going to follow you, and
they're going to talk. And getting people to talk is the point." (location 384).Social media is a
great interest of mine. I like being connected with people. I like it all: Facebook, Twitter,
Pinterest, LinkedIn, etc. So maybe Gary Vaynerchuk was preaching to the choir here a little bit
because I really agree with everything he talks about. It's free. It's easy. It's easy to get your
name/brand/passion out there. He says in his conclusion that "social media is an important part
of it for now, but maybe it won't always be. These concepts, however, are forever, no matter what
the next business platform or social phenomenon turns out to be." (location 1264).If you are a
brand or a business or an entrepreneur or want-to-be, do yourself a favor, read this!”

Chris McAuliffe, “Gary V is f*#king crazy!. You have seen him on YouTube, ranting and raving
about Social media and wine. Doing daily video blogs showing us all the good behind the
scenes meetings and big wig meetings.All his energy and bravado about building your personal
brand, what is up with up with that right? Sure he has some good advice here and there and if
your looking to learn a few things to capitalize on Social Media he is your guy but...But, but
nothing! after reading this book I have even more respect for this guy. I wished I had started with
reading his books as soon as I had found him on YouTube.This book was amazing if only for the
blueprint of crushing it on social media but Gary V. Pulls the curtain back on his life and
philosophy of it all. I found his writing thoughtful, honest and his message of doing it all with
personal authenticity hit home with me.You maybe looking at this book soles for the purpose of
crushing it online and it will give you all you need to know to start crushing it even though this is
2016 and the book was written in 04 I think. The blueprint is still valid. The technology has
changed and the platforms have evolved but the way to capitalize it in essence has not.For me it
gave me insight into those social media techniques but I got far more out of Gary's personal
insights and experiences and how I should use mine going forward to crush it!”



Bob Buckley, “Crush It! Is a compelling story of how one guy Crushed It!. As Gary says several
times throughout the book, he is and embraces contradictions. I personally feel disrespected
when someone like Gary uses curse words, but after reading his Legacy section, I better
understand his compulsion to use curse words to make his point.I do think his points would sink
into people like myself better without the distraction of the curse words, and I always think to
myself how much more effective a sentence could have been when the speaker uses his brain
instead of his emotions to make his point.Clearly Gary uses both his brain and his emotions, and
he currently believes his emotions are completely under the influence of his DNA. I will be the
guy on the curb clapping the loudest when he finds that path that allows him to make his points
with language drawn from the deep well of words that speak to his point without offending
anyone.We all can learn something from William F. Buckley (no relation I'm aware of), the
wordsmith of wordsmiths. Regardless of the language path Gary chooses to utilize, he inspires
and motivates others to get out of their comfort zone and do something grand, something super-
sized. He compels us to Crush It!”

Sam, “Great Read. Great introduction to Gary. Been watching his content for the last 5/6 weeks
on you tube and visiting his website. [...]This book is not a long book and only took a couple of
evenings to read, however this allows you more time to CRUSH IT! Its a thought provoking book
that makes you question where you are going and what you really want to do. Bought the kindle
edition version and will be buying his latest book.http://www.amazon.com/AskGaryVee-
Entrepreneurs-Leadership-Social-Self-Awareness/dp/0062273124/ref=sr_1_1?
ie=UTF8&qid=1448303802&sr=8-1&keywords=AskgaryveeSections are divided up and really
provide some insight into the business world from someone who generally who been very
successful. I am now reading it a second time, even though its not really long, its definitely worth
re reading.Thank you gary!”

Farhan Qureshi, “So good you'll need to read it twice (at least). I'm currently on my second re-
read of this book, Gary has shared so much valuable knowledge in his book. I've highlighted it
so much and am (currently) at work implementing his lessons. As well as it being useful for any
ambitious person who wants to have a fulfilled work life, it is written in a personal style, one that
makes you understand that the author is just like you, and that everything he has achieved is
done through the concepts he presents in his book.I've read a lot of books on this topic, this is
my favourite, interweaved in the information is a personal story, I'm going to re-read it again just
for the sheer enjoyment of the book.”

Adrian Joseph, “Good advice, tips and tons of personality. I chose 5 stars because this was the
first vook I ever read and was intrigued by the merge of e-book and video post in a book about
social media.I liked Gary's honesty and frankness when it comes to making a living online. He
points out key steps and resources as well as the necessity of being authentic.I recommend this



book to anyone wishing to learn more about personal branding and how to monetize from your
passion.”

D. Withington, “Practical and Useful. A valuable book both for good business and living life well. I
particularly appreciated the video clips at the relevant points (in the Kindle version) - there's the
feeling that Gary is speaking directly to you from his wealth of personal experience.”

R. Matsokotere, “Gary Vaynerchuk is the Hustle Master!!. I've just discovered Gary through the
Ask Gary Vee show and it was so compelling and good that I went through episodes 1-176 in a
month and have now read this book.I am SO impressed with how this book is helping that I am
applying the principles as I go through building my own business...now to think which book I
should read next?”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 236 people have provided feedback.
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